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The physical structure of a habitat (e.g., fragmentation) may affect the distribution of genetic diversity within a population, and
genetic diversity may alter ecological function. This study investigates the population genetics of Humboldt Bay, California, eelgrass
in light of the habitat’s fragmented physical structure. Historical and ongoing dredging operations in the bay maintain channels
between fragmented tidal mudflats that are inhabited by eelgrass. A sample of 469 individuals, from 11 discrete fragments, was
genotyped using microsatellite analysis. Ramets were collected at multiple points located at the edge and in the interior of each
fragment. The sampling scheme was designed to detect evidence of population structure within and between fragments, as well
as between edge and interior bed positions. Genetic diversity is not shown to differ among fragments and is not consistent
with widespread clonality. Heterozygosity levels indicate that Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium predominates across loci in most
instances. Comparisons of edge and interior bed positions also reveal similarities between positions for the metrics described above.
Results suggest efficient gene flow between fragments and between bed positions. Such findings, which indicate the unstructured
nature of the population, can guide resource managers in making evolutionarily informed conservation decisions by discouraging
assumptions of low genetic diversity and insignificant sexual reproduction.

1. Introduction
One of the most scrutinized ecological aspects of habitat fragmentation is the effect that habitat edges exert on the biotic
community. Traditionally, such studies have focused on forest
edges and their effect on animal residents. While current
thinking tends to contradict early conclusions about the value
of “edge effects” [1], it is clear that edges exert predictable
forces on the habitat that have the potential to significantly
alter it [2].
Hypotheses reflective of edge effects on population
genetic structure are scarce [3] but may be derived from
larger-scale ecological models. In forests, seed from edge
species may continually intrude into the interior, eventually
displacing core species [1, 4]. Aquatic invertebrate species
become less diverse along a gradient from edge to interior; in
this way the edge acts as a sink for species sourced from outside the habitat fragment [5]. If genetic diversity is substituted
for species diversity then one should expect it to be greatest

at edges, where it can benefit from gene flow. Such a hypothesis suggests that edge-influenced population structure may
appear conspicuous, if investigated.
Marine environments, especially intertidal seagrass beds
(i.e., mudflats inhabited by seagrass), differ from nonmarine
environments [6]. Physical aspects of the marine environment (e.g., water as a propagule vector) may reduce typical
avenues of gene flow [7–9], so that genetic structure may be
easily established in seagrass populations occupying heavily
fragmented habitats. Physical fragmentation of beds also creates peripheral zones (“edges”) that may be subject to different
population-shaping forces (e.g., mortality, gap formation,
propagule immigration, etc.) than interior zones [10].
Biomass at the edge of a habitat may act as a buffer, reducing
the force of water flow and mixing in the interior zone [11].
As a result, edge habitat may receive more incoming reproductive propagules, and edge disturbances may cause more
mortality and turnover of individuals. On the other hand,
regular submersion of the entire bed during high tide events
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may constrain the effects of such buffering. The genetic
structure of seagrass populations is likely to reflect these disparate forces. Microsatellite analyses of seagrass populations
have demonstrated widely varying genetic diversity between
populations [12, 13], but it is clear that populations are not
the homogenous assemblages of clonal ramets that they were
perceived to be [14–17].
Zostera marina L. (Zosteraceae; marine eelgrass) relies on
clonal growth and sexual reproduction [18, 19]. Clonality in
aquatic environments may be a response to the uncertainty
of pollination, or a means to exploit stable environments
[7]. Clonal populations that lack effective sexual recruitment
may still consist of more than just one genet [20] and the
extent of clonal spread can be large [15, 21]. Sexual reproduction contributes to genetic diversity and is known to influence the structure of Z. marina populations [22]. In such
monoecious species, the spatial aggregation of clones creates
a pollination environment that encourages geitonogamy [23]
by diminishing the size of an individual’s pollen shadow and
making it less likely that pollen disperses beyond the boundary of the genet. These complex interactions of clonal spread
and limited dispersal of sexual propagules may be reflected in
patterns of heterozygosity that form at neutral loci, ostensibly
due to inbreeding.
This study surveys the genetic structure of a Z. marina
population located in the eastern Pacific Ocean at Humboldt
Bay, California. The physical structure of fragmented eelgrass
habitat in the bay presents an ideal opportunity to investigate
the genetic effect such landscape structure can have on a plant
population. Hypothetically, genetic differentiation should
closely follow physical structure. Genetic diversity within a
fragment reflects local clonal diversity, per longstanding
assumptions regarding clonal organisms, while genetic diversity between fragments is a function of gene flow. Further,
edge effects pertaining to reduced fluid mixing may hamper
reproductive function, especially outcrossing, in the interior
of fragments. Following this is the hypothesis that there will
be greater homozygosity and clonality in the interior compared to the edge of fragments. To evaluate these hypotheses,
microsatellite markers will be used to assess genetic diversity,
heterozygosity, and molecular variance of the population at
different spatial scales.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study System. Zostera marina is a common seagrass
throughout the northern hemisphere. It is typically found in
sheltered estuarine embayments [18]. Individuals of the
species are monoecious, bearing imperfect flowers of both
sexes together on long, flattened inflorescences. Flowers of
Z. marina exhibit protogyny; female flowers conclude their
phase of pollen receptivity at least 24 hours before the initiation of anther dehiscence [24]. The species is self-compatible
[25]. Z. marina populations can be either annual or
perennial, depending on local environmental conditions.
Annual populations are most likely encountered in relatively
unsheltered habitats, or at the north latitudinal extreme of the
species range, where harsh seasonal conditions, such as
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Figure 1: Map of Humboldt Bay showing plot locations. Eelgrass
beds are outlined in gray.

freezing, reduce the survival of eelgrass [18, 22]. Perenniality
is typically achieved through rhizomatous growth, since
above-ground shoots tend to deteriorate over the course of
a growing season in the near-shore habitat. The rhizomatous
habit also makes clonal replication likely. Z. marina habitats
vary, from shallow subtidal to intertidal, where brief, regular
periods of exposure to a terrestrial environment occur.
Humboldt Bay is located on the north coast of California, USA, and supports a large Zostera marina population.
Individuals at Humboldt Bay produce flowering shoots as
well as rhizomes, suggesting that the local population is
maintained by a combination of sexual reproduction and
clonal growth. Eelgrass habitat in the interior of the bay is
subdivided into distinct intertidal mudflats bounded by
dredged channels that provide relatively little subtidal habitat.
Habitat around the periphery of the bay consists of gradually
sloping beaches, providing intertidal and subtidal habitat.
Dredging has shaped most of the eelgrass habitat into isolated
mudflat beds with discrete edges that are exposed during
some low tides. Spread of a genet between these habitat sites
is unlikely since there is no medium for rhizome growth
present, and establishment of eelgrass from vegetative propagules has a low probability of success [26].
2.2. Specimen Collection. Fresh plant material was collected
at low tide periods during June 2003. Sampling was conducted in eleven different eelgrass beds (Figure 1). Five beds
were sampled in the northern portion of the bay, while three
beds were sampled in each of the central and southern portions. Sampling did not occur in any areas of restored eelgrass
habitat. Sampling was conducted within one 20 m × 40 m
plot per bed. The location of each plot was determined such
that one narrow side was placed adjacent to the low tide
boundary of the bed (the edge) while all other sides were at
least 3 m distant from the edge of the bed (i.e., the beds in
which the plots were placed were larger than the plots themselves). Each plot had five sampling points, two of which
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were placed at random intervals along the bed edge and three
located at random locations in the interior (more than 1 m
from the edge) of the plot. At each sampling point, up to
nine leaves were collected from different arbitrarily chosen
eelgrass ramets in a 1 m radius. The specimens were coated in
silica gel crystals and then stored at −20∘ C.
2.3. Laboratory Procedure. Extraction of DNA for microsatellite analysis was conducted with the aid of a Promega Wizard
Genomic DNA purification kit. One extraction was performed for each ramet collected. Extracted DNA in buffer
solution was analyzed for DNA concentration using a spectrophotometer and then diluted to a standard of 50 ng/𝜇L.
These working samples were frozen at −20∘ C until needed for
PCR.
ZOSMAR primers [16, 27] were selected for use based
on their potential to yield polymorphic results when applied
to the Humboldt Bay gene pool. A test of primers provided
by the Molecular Ecology Laboratory, Alaska Science Center,
revealed four highly polymorphic loci: CT-12, CT-20, GA-2,
and GA-3. These loci were deemed sufficient to characterize
the population sample in an unbiased manner, based on the
need to reject or accept clonal identity. The likelihood of
independently sampling genetically identical genets was estimated 𝑃 = 0.00369, sensu Parker et al. [28]. At that rate the
misclassification of nonclones as clones, or outbreeding as
inbreeding, was unlikely; the remote possibility of such error
made estimates of genetic diversity and heterozygosity
slightly conservative.
Samples were prepared for PCR by combining reagents in
a 96-well thermocycler plate for a Techne Genius thermocycler. Each well of a plate contained 2.95 𝜇L salt/buffer solution, 1.0 𝜇L DNA sample, 0.5 𝜇L of each forward and reverse
primer to be used, and 0.05 𝜇L Taq. The CT-12 and CT-20
primers were labeled with VIC and the GA-2 and GA-3
primers were labeled with NED fluorescent labels, to allow
multiplexing of primers within wells. Microsatellite sequences were taken from published records [16, 27]. Once a plate
was prepared, it was immediately loaded into the thermocycler and processed using the following cycles, durations, and
temperatures: one cycle at 94∘ C for 2 min, 40 cycles at 94∘ C
for 15 sec/50∘ C for 15 sec/72∘ C for 30 sec, and one cycle at 72∘ C
30 min. Upon completion of PCR, the plate was refrigerated
at 5∘ C until the samples were needed for genotyping.
Samples of amplified DNA were prepared for genotyping
by transferring a 0.5 𝜇L subsample to a new 96-well plate
where the wells had been loaded with a mixture of 10.5 𝜇L
formamide and 0.5 𝜇L LIZ 500 size-standard. Once a plate
was prepared for genotyping it was processed at an on-site
sequencing facility, where it was stored at 5∘ C until it was
analyzed by an ABI 3730 DNA analyzer that night.
2.4. Data Analysis. Data output from the sequencer was visualized using ABI Prism Genemapper 3.5 software. All genotypes were manually scored for base pair length. Once all
individuals were genotyped, scored “alleles” differing by a
small number of base pairs were grouped into a single allelic
class. This approach assumed some error in the level of
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accuracy of sequencing, since assignment of a unique allele
to every base pair length reported would have resulted in a
high and unlikely number of unique alleles. Analysis was of
the full data set (469 individuals) and of a “trimmed” data set
(360 individuals) in which individuals lacking unequivocal
multilocus genotypes were removed.
Two indices of genetic diversity were computed for each
sampling plot, as well as for edge and interior samples. The
first (referred to henceforth as “Ellstrand and Roose’s”), which
computes diversity (sometimes identified as the variable “𝐶”
or “𝑃𝑑 ” in literature) as the number of genets divided by the
number of ramets [20], has previously been used to compute
genetic diversity in eelgrass populations [13, 29, 30]. Because
this method does not account for relative frequency of genotypes (i.e., a particular genotype with redundant clones is only
counted once), Simpson’s diversity index (sometimes identified as “𝐷” in literature) was also computed for the same data.
Simpson’s diversity index [31] computes the relative frequency
of each genotype present and then sums the results for a final
value indicating total diversity. One-way analyses of variance
were used to compare diversity measures in the 11 beds
included in the survey. Variance between positions within a
bed (edge or interior) was assessed using a nested ANOVA
in which bed position was used as the main effect and each
diversity index served as a response variable. Analyses were
conducted using the jmp in 5.1.2 software package [32].
Data were also analyzed for deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium (HWE) and analysis of molecular
variance (AMOVA) using arlequin version 2.0 [33]. For the
HWE analysis, the full data set was grouped into separate
beds as well as edge and interior samples. These sample sets
varied in the number of observations included in each. Computations for HWE used default settings (100,000 steps in
Markov chain; 1000 dememorization steps). To assure experimentwise error rate of 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected comparisonwise alpha (𝛼) values were used to determine significant
differences.
Two types of AMOVA were performed using sampling
point data to compose arlequin samples. In the first
AMOVA, the data set was organized for analysis of differentiation between plots. Data collected at each point were placed
in separate arlequin samples, for a total of 54 samples. These
were further grouped by plot. In the second AMOVA, the data
set was organized for analysis of differentiation between bed
positions. Both AMOVAs used the trimmed data set, to prevent “incomplete” data for entire loci from being discarded
by the software.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Genetic Characterization. The microsatellite loci used in
this study were all polymorphic with six to eight alleles each
(Table 1) and showed a medium to high amount of allelic
diversity for an eastern Pacific population of Zostera marina
[17, 29]. For each locus, there were one or two alleles and
genotypes that occurred much more frequently than the
others.
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Table 1: Number of observed alleles and frequencies of most
common allele and genotype for each locus.
Locus

Number of alleles

Allele frequency

Genotype
frequency

CT-12
CT-20
GA-2
GA-3

8
8
6
6

0.767
0.504
0.610
0.802

0.595
0.523
0.407
0.638

Mean genetic diversity varied widely among plots and less
so among bed positions (Table 2). Ellstrand and Roose’s diversity index [20] resulted in significantly different means (𝑃 =
0.0248) among plots. There were no significant differences
between bed positions using Ellstrand and Roose’s index, or
for Simpson’s diversity index [31] using either grouping. The
surprisingly high mean values of genetic diversity at the plot
level of analysis suggest that the spread of clonal genets is
limited. This reinforces conclusions elsewhere [13, 17] that
clonality is not as pervasive as once thought. Relative frequency of genotypes varies widely in the data, with few common types and many scarce types. Results of Simpson’s diversity index show that genetic diversity in Humboldt Bay does
not differ among beds. Some physical variation exists around
the bay (e.g., habitats found in the south part of the bay are
marginally higher in elevation than those in the north part of
the bay), but such differences do not appear to influence the
extent of clonality in Humboldt Bay.
Comparisons of observed (𝐻𝑂) and expected (𝐻𝐸 ) heterozygosity showed few departures from HWE throughout
the population (Table 3). Unequal sample sizes likely contribute to differences in the ability to detect departure from
HWE. Deficits in heterozygosity may result from nonrandom
mating (i.e., higher incidences of self-pollination result in
more homozygotes). The clonal nature of eelgrass makes geitonogamous selfing likely at finer scales, where a ramet may
be in the presence of sister ramets, and the limited dispersal
ability of sexual propagules makes escaping the spread of one’s
own genet uncertain [8, 9, 34]. Genetic drift, due to small
population size, could also cause deviation from HWE but
genetic drift is unlikely because results of AMOVA suggest
effective gene flow between beds [35] and hence large effective
population size. Factors contributing to excess heterozygotes
are less clear but may include gene flow from other populations [6]. Plot Central-1, which exhibits excess heterozygosity
at one locus, is positioned favorably to intercept rafting shoots
from other populations (Figure 1). Such a hypothesis is highly
speculative, since there is no information available on the rate
or likelihood of rafting shoot arrival from other populations.
3.2. Population Structure. Table 4 presents the full results of
the AMOVA for each data set. In the data set in which samples
were grouped by plot, most of the detectable variation
(approx. 84%) occurs within sampling points (i.e., among the
nine individuals sampled per point). Variation within plots
is approximately 15% of the total. Variation between sampling
plots accounted for less than one percent of the total. These

Table 2: Mean values ± standard errors of genetic diversity indices;
by plot, bed position, and the entire population; 𝑃 values from tests
of significance of genetic diversity. Significance at the level of 𝛼 =
0.05 is indicated by “∗”.
Plot

Ellstrand and Roose (𝐶)

Simpson (𝐷)

S-1
S-2
S-3
C-1
C-2
C-3
N-1
N-2
N-3
N-4
N-5

0.67 ± 0.09
0.58 ± 0.06
0.67 ± 0.11
0.79 ± 0.09
0.57 ± 0.12
0.82 ± 0.08
0.34 ± 0.18
0.64 ± 0.11
0.47 ± 0.10
0.83 ± 0.07
0.44 ± 0.05

0.96 ± 0.07
0.92 ± 0.03
0.94 ± 0.14
0.96 ± 0.04
0.94 ± 0.09
0.96 ± 0.09
0.85 ± 0.20
0.92 ± 0.09
0.94 ± 0.07
0.97 ± 0.03
0.94 ± 0.11

Edge
Interior

0.63 ± 0.06
0.62 ± 0.05

0.75 ± 0.06
0.77 ± 0.04

Population

0.62 ± 0.04

0.76 ± 0.03

0.0248∗
0.8603

0.1126
0.7175

Tests of significance
Among plots
Among bed positions

results suggest that the nearest neighbors, within 1 m radius,
are rarely clones. Presumably most sampled individuals at
that scale either originated from seed or genets have become
highly interdigitated through growth. Less pronounced variability within plots may lead to speculation that large clones
and/or short-range propagule dispersal contribute to homogenization of variation at that scale. Perhaps most surprising is,
considering the fragmented nature of the beds, the negligible
variation observed between plots. Such a result presents a
picture of widespread homogeneity throughout the bay,
excluding the argument that each bed is a population unto
itself (and the bay a metapopulation). One may speculate that
mechanisms such as effective propagule dispersal and persistence of ancient clones contribute to such a pattern. At such a
scale, rafting reproductive shoots may play a role in the
projection of propagules beyond their limited ranges when
moved singly [36]. Genets have been described as potentially
very long-lived [37] and the time since the installation of most
channels is only on the order of decades, leaving open the
possibility that prechannel clones remain in multiple fragments. The historical presence of such far-spanning genets
would suggest that the role of clonal growth in the population
has shifted significantly over time.
The bed position data set shows that the amount of variation found within and between sampling points is very similar to the plot data set. Very little variation (0.52%) is detected
between edge and interior regions. When considered alongside the similar genetic diversity measures (Table 2) and
inconsistent deviations from HWE (Table 3), these suggest
that reproductive strategies between edge and interior positions do not differ in any meaningful way. Since edges and
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Table 3: Values of observed and expected heterozygosity at four microsatellite loci. Data is arranged by plot and bed position. Multiply
sampled multilocus genotypes were excluded. Significant 𝑃 values are denoted by “∗” which indicates a departure from Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium. To assure experimentwise error rate of 0.05, Bonferroni-corrected comparisonwise alpha values of (a) 0.00114 and (b) 0.00625
were used.
Locus

(a) Plot
S-1
S-2
S-3
C-1
C-2
C-3
N-1
N-2
N-3
N-4
N-5
(b) Bed position
Edge
Interior

Obs

CT12
Exp

Obs

CT20
Exp

0.44
0.14
0.57
0.65
0.14
0.29
0.04
0.43
0.51
0.31
0.55

0.57
0.16
0.49
0.50
0.16
0.26
0.28
0.52
0.66
0.44
0.56

0.62
0.68
0.39
0.84
0.52
0.54
0.75
0.70
0.71
0.75
0.63

0.66
0.53
0.56
0.51
0.50
0.51
0.59
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.56

0.30
0.43

0.35
0.50

0.64
0.65

0.55
0.58

Sig

Sig

∗
∗

∗
∗

Obs

GA2
Exp

0.16
0.61
0.51
0.22
0.41
0.44
0.61
0.43
0.60
0.71
0.43

0.64
0.50
0.62
0.23
0.52
0.52
0.63
0.48
0.50
0.60
0.65

0.48
0.44

0.53
0.58

Sig

Obs

GA3
Exp

∗

0.07
0.44
0.50
0.49
0.57
0.38
0.14
0.34
0.35
0.34
0.19

0.15
0.45
0.45
0.50
0.46
0.35
0.25
0.37
0.4
0.33
0.24

0.29
0.37

0.33
0.42

∗

Sig

Table 4: AMOVA results for the plot and bed position data sets. Multiply sampled multilocus genotypes were excluded. The majority of the
total genetic variation shown in both tables occurs at the finest scale included in the analysis (“points”).
Source of variation
Among plots
Among points within plots
Within points
Total
Among bed positions
Among points within bed positions
Within points
Total

DF
10
43
670
723
1
52
670
723

Sum of squares
16.63
56.46
259.46
332.54
2.339
70.746
259.455
332.540

interiors are adjacent, clonal spread of genets between positions could account for at least part of the homogenization
observed at that scale. Also, the frequent submergence of beds
during high tides could reasonably be expected to exert a constraining effect on selection of reproductive strategies due to a
weakened effect of physical differences (i.e., by forming a
uniform edge at the water’s surface to which edge and interior
ramets would be subjected equally) [11, 38].
In analyses of microsatellite loci, awareness of the effect
null alleles may have upon results is worthwhile [39]. Like
most foundational studies on eelgrass genetics [13, 29, 40, 41],
an estimate of null alleles was not employed here. In one
study that did estimate the effect of null alleles, Campanella
et al. [30] found little influence by null alleles upon computed
𝐹-statistics. Accordingly, explorations of null allele effects
have revealed little or no bias from null alleles in genetically
unstructured populations [39], like that under study here.
Even if null alleles were present, they would result in false

Variation components
0.004
0.071
0.387
0.462
0.00242
0.07292
0.38725
0.46258

Percent of variation
0.83
15.29
83.88
0.52
15.76
83.71

positive identification of homozygote genotypes, thus making
estimates of heterozygosity and outcrossing more conservative.

4. Conclusions
Hypotheses inspired by principles of clonal plant reproduction and ecological edge effects were tested in this mensurative field study of eelgrass genetics in Humboldt Bay. Analysis
of four polymorphic loci showed infrequent deviations from
HWE, little difference in genetic diversity across the bay, and
most genetic variation present at the finest scale analyzed.
A prediction of distinct genetic differences between eelgrass
beds, where different clones would presumably grow to dominate the physically isolated habitat fragments, was rejected by
a careful analysis of key population genetic metrics at different spatial scales. Similarly, comparisons between edge and
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interior samples rejected a prediction that inbreeding and
clonal dominance would be more likely away from fragment
edges. Tidal cycles may moderate differences that might
otherwise occur between edge and interior positions in a bed.
Seagrass stands are typically limited to one or a few
plant species [42], which could undermine their perceived
conservation value when compared to relatively species-rich
habitats. Measures of genetic diversity offer an alternative for
the assessment of conservation value in seagrass habitats [43];
results provided here closely match a growing trend in which
eelgrass populations are shown to be more genetically diverse
than anticipated [17, 29, 41]. Two similar studies [40, 44]
empirically tested the role of genetic diversity in a seagrass
population’s ability to recover from disturbances. They find
that the time needed for a population to recover is less with
increasing genetic diversity, and that, in addition to increased
production of seagrass biomass, increased abundance is
also seen in other members of the community. The results
presented here may be useful to natural resource managers of
Humboldt Bay and similar temperate zone estuaries after disturbance events such as high temperatures, herbivore activities, or disease affect the eelgrass population located there.
Specifically, variation in the recovery of eelgrass at different
locations in the bay may be attributed to factors other than
genetic diversity, since genetic diversity was not found to
appreciably differ among bay locations.
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